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What We Already Know: 

Xray Technology and Foreign Material Mishaps



What We Already Know – Xray Technology Overview:
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Xrays are electrically generated Ionized Radiation waves used to penetrate objects of differing densities 

When penetrating objects, these short wavelengths tend to lose power rather quickly facing more dense items.  

Materials with higher relative density attenuate (or weaken) Xray waves much more than less dense items.
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How Do Foreign Materials Enter the Supply Chain?

Processing Production
Finished Product / Consumer 

Consumption
Raw Materials

The risk for foreign material contaminants is present in all stages of the food supply chain

Most Companies are implementing Metal Detectors, Xray Machines, or a combination of both

 FMC events can occur at the 

earliest stages of the food supply 

chain and can travel down to the 

consumer, if left undetected

Examples

 Livestock eats inorganic material, 

such as stones or plastic, which can 

remain in the digestive system and 

can carry over to the processing 

stage of the food supply chain

 Plant matter, such as grains, can 

also experience contamination, 

when harvested (i.e., metal pieces 

from tractor machinery, chipped 

plastic from containers, etc.)

 FMC from earlier stages can go 

undetected and enter the production 

stage or can be introduced during 

this stage

Examples

 Equipment accountability issues 

(i.e., a missing pen that is 

suspected to have fallen into a 

production batch)

 Extraneous product breakage (i.e., 

a broken jar during the packaging 

process can halt production if not all 

parts are accounted for)

 Food companies may discover a 

contamination event post-production 

and can recall the product or the 

company becomes aware of a FMC 

event through consumer complaints 

Examples

 Food manufacturer discovers a 

contaminated batch has made its 

way to stores, prompting a recall

 Customers find contaminants in 

product (i.e., bone fragments, 

plastic, stone, rubber, etc.)

 As food enters the processing 

stage, FMC can be introduced 

through the inherently violent nature 

of food processing operations

Examples

 Organic material from livestock, 

such as bone (i.e., bone debris from 

deboning / sawing livestock parts)

 Inorganic material from livestock 

and plant matter (stone, plastic, 

etc.)

 Maintenance failure of production 

equipment (i.e., lost screw from 

machinery, missing thermometer, 

metal fragments from sawing 

process, etc.)

As companies increasingly adopt in-line detection technology, it leads to a higher detection rate of foreign material 

contamination events and product put on hold.  Companies then face what to do with that bracketed product.



How is Third Party Inspection Utilized?
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➢Mainly used as a supplement for foreign body mitigation or rework of 

product placed on hold [Bracketed] by facility QA or supplier QA

• Known breakage, contamination, or equipment mishap

• Known supplier/ingredient issue

• In Line equipment limitations – Bone, Rubber, Plastic, Glass, Stone, Etc

➢Used as a HACCP verification

• Verifying that internal systems are detecting correctly and spot 

checking for any missed FM

• Ensuring “clean” product is “clean” – Select loads or production runs

➢As the only FM detection system

• Company does not have in line equipment for inspection (or different)

• Retailer Requirement (Costco, CFA, Nestle, etc)

• Machines are down or being ordered/replaced
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In the normal course of manufacturing and packaging, food companies regularly experience foreign material 

contamination (“FMC”)

Foreign Material Contaminants Frequently Arise in the Normal Course of Operations

Foreign material contamination events can be caused by:

Triggered by internal systems or external responses such as customer complaints.

The plant quarantines, or “brackets,” and places all suspect food on QA Hold (hours or days worth of 

production).

Food companies have traditionally been left with one of three options:

Destroy an entire QA Hold lot and take the margin / productivity hit. 

Stop production and rework the product internally – limitations in capacity and expertise.

Utilize a third party inspection service to inspect each unit and clear units that are free of foreign 

material.

Foreign Objects from 

Processing Plant

A

Undesired Natural 

Contaminants

B

Manufacturer or 

Maintenance Errors

C

Foreign Material Contamination Events

As companies increasingly adopt in-line detection technology, it leads to a higher 

detection rate of foreign material contamination events and product put on hold. 

Companies are then faced with “what to do with that bracketed product?”



Differences in Technology: 

What Makes Third Party Different than In-Line 

Xray?



Plant Delivers

Plant Picks Up

Production Plant

HOW THIRD-PARTY INSPECTION WORKS

During routine manufacturing operations operating at 

conveyor speeds of hundreds of feet per minute, the 

plant's in-line detection system identifies a potential defect 

and isolates the production lot (referred to as product 

being "bracketed"). Contaminants can also be identified by 

customer complaints, noticed missing equipment, or 

identified broken equipment.

1 The plant diverts bracketed product to the best 

suited third party inspection facility (dictated by 

logistical and shipping considerations).

2

Third Party Inspection 

Facility

Third party inspection facility receives product and 

runs service plan, providing plant updates along the 

way. Removed contaminants are carefully 

catalogued for customers for analysis and 

recordkeeping purposes

3
Product is cleared to plant’s QA standards and is 

returned to plant for QA Hold release finalization. 

Third party inspection facility re-palletizes the 

product, while the plant coordinates logistics to 

retrieve from third party inspection facility

4

Customer Final 

Destination

Product then re-enters the 

supply chain either by a return to 

the manufacturing plant or 

directly to the final destination 

(e.g., retailer)

5
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Provides FSQA team

with the information they

need to make informed

hold release decisions

DETAILED REPORTS WITH FULL TRACEABILITY
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Upon release of the product back to food processing facilities, third party inspection facility personnel 

carefully document and retrieve all identified contaminants (such as metal, plastic, bone, rubber, stone, 

or glass) for record keeping – so the food processing facility can make an informed QA Hold release 

decision

Illustrative Third Party Detection Inspection Report Additional Findings

FOREIGN MATERIAL CONTAMINANT RETRIEVAL REPORTS



What’s The Difference?
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✓Three Major Differentiators:

➢Power

• Variable kV and mA 

• Can custom “calibrate” to each product and foreign material

➢Speed

• Production Speeds vs Multiple Units at 3-5 fpm

➢Human Eye vs Computer Algorithm

• Varying Shades of Grayscale capable by human eyes

• Seeing vs Learning within radiological images of Xray



Image Comparison
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Negative Detection In-Line Equipment FlexXray Vision Detection



Vision Example
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Where Does Third Party Inspection Fit In?

Not A Replacement… A Supplement!



The Value Of Third Party Inspection Services On Sustainability 

And Profitability
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High Costs Associated with Foreign Material Contaminants

Cost of Destroyed 

Product

Inventory 

Constraints

Retailer 

Relationships

Brand Reputation

Contaminants 

Entering 

Distribution

Regulatory 

Compliance

Significant impact to food manufacturer of destroying 

product due to sunk cost of production in addition to lost 

revenue 

A hallmark of the food industry includes complex logistical 

considerations and rapid delivery times to guarantee shelf 

space

Food manufacturers experience lost production capacity by 

running the products through a second time, where they still 

may not find contaminants

Foreign material contamination events are reported on news 

outlets and social media platforms, exposing food 

manufactures to significant negative publicity, litigation 

costs, lost sales, lost consumer confidence, etc.

Foreign contaminants expose consumers to safety hazards 

and can result in death, litigation, and recall events

Government fines associated with recalls and food safety 

issues are costly and can negatively impact a food 

manufacturer's business operations in the form of monetary 

costs and increased scrutiny of the production process

The food industry has a critical and increasing focus on both consumer safety and brand reputation

Comparison Compared to Alternative Solutions
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Inspect InternallyDispose of Product







Loss of revenue

Loss of inventory stock

Damages retailer relationships, slotting fees, 

OOS Fees

Time and costs associated with producing 

replacement product, essentially double









Outsource to FlexXray

Protect brand reputation and retailer relationships

Recapture otherwise lost revenue at an extremely 

compelling ROI

Enhance manufacturing efficiency

Uphold product & supplier quality

P

P

P

P

Not the core competency of food manufacturers

Equipped to produce as much food as possible 

– as opposed to slowly re-inspecting

Cost of labor, downtime, and overtime

Do not have the same level of technology as 

FlexXray, still may face another option on top

Fines

The FDA is increasingly focused, including through recent 

new rules on the landmark Food Safety Modernization Act, 

on establishing preventative controls and harsher penalties 

in the case of recalls

Opportunity Cost 

of Rework

Lost production can risk meeting retailer requirements and 

result in losing a sale, or even the relationship entirely, with 

a lasting impact on the retailer’s perception of a brand



Customer Type Contaminant Detected Product
Volume 

Returned
Job Size

Est. Retail 

Value Salvaged
ROI

Manufacturer of 

packaged retail food products

Metal – buckshot and brass bullet

fragments
Jerky 99% ~$50k ~$950k ~17.6x

Jam manufacturer Graphite Seal – gasket material Apricot Jam 99% ~$15k ~$100k ~5.7x

Dairy product producer Rubber – gasket material Cream Cheese 98% ~$25k ~$170k ~6.0x
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Solutions save facilities money, mitigate recall and public relations risk, and quickly facilitate safe food re-entering the distribution 

channel

 Typical workflow, illustrated earlier, follows an efficient inspection process that serves as an extension of the plant’s 

manufacturing and quality assurance programs.

 Third party services fundamentally change the way they food manufacturers think about their Foreign Material QA Hold 

Resolution process once the provider is established as a trusted partner that it integrates into their routine quality assurance

standard operating process

Workflow is an Integrated Component of Customer Quality Assurance Programs

Examples of QA Hold Resolution Projects

Cost Benefit Can Be Compelling for Food Processing Facilities

This approach provides a compelling ROI driven by low cost of service paired with high value and cost of failure

THIRD PARTY INSPECTION COST BENEFIT
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Representative Case Study

Use Third Party Inspection Service Destroy Product

Product is thrown away and company makes no recovery on the 

$1.1 million loss from sunk production cost

The project provided a ~350% ROI and was completed within 11 days, recovering 98.5% of the product.

Batch discovered to be contaminated. Third Party Inspection Service charges $0.7 mm to inspect batch

A top dairy manufacturer discovered that a thermometer from a freezer unit was lost in the cheese curd making process and 

needed to bracket 1.6 million lbs of cheese.

The facility produces cheese in rapid batches and needed to act quickly to resolve the issue, whether by destroying the batch

or using third party services to find the contamination.

Dairy manufacturer produces 1.6 million lbs of cheese at $2 / lb worth a total of $3.2 million incurring $1.1 million in manufacturing costs

Decision Tree for Dairy Manufacturer

o Cheese wholesale market price is $2 / lb

o Cost of production is 35% of sales, however, it is not used to calculate ROI as it is a sunk cost.

Product is cleared and sold, generating ~$3.2 million in revenue 

after using third party inspection services.

Third Party Inspection Cost Benefit
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• GFSI Audited

• FDA Registered Facilities

• USDA Regulated and Inspected

• State Department of Health Audited 

• Customer Audited – Open Door Policy

• Documented FSQA Program and Dedicated Manager Overseeing Program

• SSOP’s, HACCP, GMP’s at all locations

• Calibration Logs, Temp Control Logs, Seed Check Logs are kept current, etc.

• NDA required for anyone entering facilities

• Full CDC Covid-19 Compliance

Things to look for in a Third Party FMC inspection provider:

Service Provider Requirements
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 Are they positioned to service customers for high volume, routine inspection requirements ?

 Equipped to handle shipments on a national scale, allowing cleared product to go back into distribution quickly and efficiently?

 Trusted partner to customers who have similar volume requirements ?

 Do they have modern  infrastructure, coupled with its geographic presence and throughput capability to meet Company’s 

turnaround time & volume requirements
Scale

 Ask about  years experience servicing the food industry and how many plants they serve

o Ask about customer satisfaction scores and survey frequency 

o Ask about recurring use from repeat customers

 Ask to audit inspection facilities for Food Safety, HACCP and GMP programs. 

 Ask if externally audited to GFSI standards and if so what rating, Ask about USDA inspections

Trusted Brand Name 

and Entrenched 

Customer Relationships 

 Ask for details and protocols for service offering, and about  maturity levels of expertise, systems, and processes

 Is the equipment being used modern and built specifically for post-production inspection ? 

 Ask about the limits of foreign contaminant detection capability and get proof with scanned samples of your product

Unrivaled Expertise

Significant 

Recent Investments

 Ask about investment leadership that manages Company 

 Ask about the level of investment in customer service, quality systems, and technology 

 As about investment in geographic presence and quality of facilities 

 Ask about R&D investment and ability to expand capacity and the refine contaminant identification over time

Questions to Ask When Vetting a Third Party FMC Provider
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